
COGZ CMMS Software Releases Version 4.60 for Faster
Performance
COGZ CMMS Version 4.60 is now available from COGZ Systems, LLC. With added multiple processor environment support,
COGZ Version 4.60 offers users an increase to their maintenance management software performance. COGZ Systems, LLC
continues to provide new capabilities to make preventive maintenance, work order management, and inventory control even more
effortless and with this new version release COGZ CMMS program provides these benefits faster.

Woodbury, CT, December 5, 2005 – With the release of COGZ version 4.60, users now have performance-related enhancements,
but still with the same user-friendly, dependable program functionality that has always been at the heart of the COGZ CMMS
software.

Version 4.60 provides performance enhances with multiple processor support for Terminal Server and Citrix Server installations
along with Windows XP Service Pack 2 support providing maintenance management improved support for preventive
maintenance, work orders, inventory, and purchasing with an intuitive interface. Remote users benefit with increased speed and
more effective maintenance management operations.

Easily incorporate the added performance enhancements in version 4.60 as the previous version can be quickly updated to this
new release of COGZ CMMS software for added efficiency and successful maintenance management creating a thriving program
that will meet increasing management requirements. Provide your corporate-wide program application with the increased speed
and system performance available with the 4.60 COGZ CMMS version update.

http://www.cogz.com/updates/up460.htm

About COGZ Systems, LLC:
COGZ Systems, LLC is a leading provider of CMMS software for maintenance management. Since 1989, COGZ Systems has
been supporting companies to effectively improve their maintenance management organization as they compete in the global
marketplace. With the help of COGZ CMMS software, companies are increasing productivity by ensuring that their equipment is
maintained for optimum performance and increased company-wide efficiency. Visit the COGZ Systems, LLC site for additional
information: http://www.cogz.com/
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